Complete
Alterations are
Much More than
Just Hems
Other services we provide
Ÿ Replace sliders and zippers
Ÿ Insert/remove bra cups
Ÿ Adjust the length of straps on a shirt/dress
Ÿ Remove/add beadwork
Ÿ Add/replace lining in jackets/pants

Why Visit Stich it?

Our service promise
RIGHT AWAY, SAME DAY, NEXT DAY.
Convenient mall locations
90+ locations throughout Canada and the USA
We are open mall hours
We guarantee our work

Ÿ Add buttons/arm shields/shoulder pads
Ÿ Sew on crests/badges
Ÿ Bustle gowns
Ÿ Take in/let out seams, darts
Ÿ Lengthen/shorten hems or sleeves
Ÿ Take in/let out seams/darts
Ÿ And so much more!

JOIN OUR

Visit us online at:
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www.twitter.com/stitch_it
www.facebook.com/StitchItFan
www.stitchit.com
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ALL ABOUT DRESSES & SKIRTS

Styles of Dresses
& Skirts:

Complete Dress &
Skirt Alterations
www.stitchit.com

Although there are countless types, we will be sticking to
the classic cuts that will help compliment your body
shape. It is all in the details.

'If you don't have FIT, you don't have STYLE.'
Here are some great tips for your dresses and skirts so
they fit and you have great style!

A-Line:
A-line dresses have side seams that gently
flare from the arms down to the hemline
which gives it an A shape, or “tent” shape.

Wrap:
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Wrap dresses take their inspiration from
traditional Japanese kimonos. The wrap dress
criss-crosses in the front of the body and then
ties at the waist. Typically this is a fitted style
dress which works well with many body
shapes

Strapless:
Full, fitted, long or short, the strapless dress
shows off your shoulders and neck. Typically
this style of dress starts to flare outwards just
below the bust line.

Why Alter Dresses & Skirts?
Bias Cut:
Importance of suits/dress alterations
Confidence that well fitted clothes exudes
Prom & Wedding season

Dresses and skirts have become a fundamental part of
most women's wardrobes but when they don't fit, they
don't get warn.Tired of the waistline of your wrap dress
sitting too low? or your strapless dress always feeling like it
is going to fall down?
Here are some great styles and tips to help you look great in
your dresses and skirts.

Bias dresses are cut on a diagonal to
allow the dress to naturally follow your
body's curves.
Full:
The full dress consists of a fitted torso
paired with a pleated skirt. Some skirts
have layers underneath to give the
appearance of a bell shape.

A-Line:
Fit Tip: If the armholes are too low, they can be tightened a
little underneath on the side seams. Note that sometimes
the neck opening needs to be slightly reshaped when you
bring up the armholes.
Wrap:
Fit Tip: If the dress has a waist seam that runs around the
entire dress, the waistline can be adjusted if there is enough
fabric in the bodice.
Strapless:
Fit Tip: If you find that your strapless dress is hard to keep
in place, the bodice can be adjusted and/or darted, or straps
can be added as a last resort.
Bias Cut:
Fit Tip: Zippers or lace can be added to the back of the
dress for a more snug fit.
Full:
Fit Tip: Add additional layers underneath the dress to add
additional structure and shape to the dress.

